SoundBlender: Manipulating Sounds for Accessible Mixed-Reality Awareness
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ABSTRACT

Sounds are everywhere, from real-world content to virtual audio presented by hearing devices, which create a mixed-reality soundscape that entails rich but intricate information. However, sounds often overlap and conflict in priorities, which makes them hard to perceive and differentiate. This is exacerbated in mixed-reality settings, where real-world and virtual sounds can conflict with each other. This may exacerbate the awareness of mixed reality for blind people who heavily rely on audio information in their everyday life. To address this, we present a sound rendering framework SoundBlender, consisting of six sound manipulators for users to better organize and manipulate real and virtual sounds across time and space: Ambience Builder, Feature Shifter, Earcon Generator, Prioritizer, Spatializer, and Stylizer. We demonstrate how the sound manipulators can increase mixed-reality awareness through a simulated working environment, and a meeting application.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mixed-Reality (MR) enables the concurrent experience of the real world (RW) and virtual reality (VR). The blending of RW and VR sounds occurs commonly in everyday life and is even more difficult to perceive and understand when the corresponding visual information is unavailable. Therefore, it causes challenges for blind people who need to rely on much more audio feedback in many everyday scenarios where RW and VR sounds are mixed and overlapped, such as when navigating the screen using screen readers while doing a hybrid virtual meeting where virtual and real people are both talking or when walking on a busy and noisy street with audio guidance of a navigation app. This situation will be further exacerbated in future MR environments as technology continues to integrate auditory displays into the RW, stemming from various activities that require virtual sounds (e.g., virtual meetings, live streaming). However, while the blending of RW and VR in other modalities was widely explored (e.g., visual [2–4, 6, 7, 9, 11] and haptic [1, 5, 10]), the harmonized blending of RW and VR sounds to be effectively delivered to the end users is still under-explored.

We envision a future in which humans can customize their MR soundscape by manipulating sound properties (e.g., pitch, volume, duration), time, and space from real and virtual worlds. We explore the balanced sound awareness in both realities through six sound manipulations 

2 DEMONSTRATING SOUNDBLENDER

We demonstrate SoundBlender through one simulated work environment and one meeting web application. The simulated one is implemented in Unity to simulate the RW and VR, which can provide us with the audio stream data and the control of their playback and manipulations in advance; this enables a smoother user experience without delays or errors from sound recognition or rendering.
In contrast, the meeting web application can be more practical and familiar for users but may have errors in sound recognition based on the environment.

2.1 Simulated Scenario: Consuming Audio Instructions While Working at the Help Desk

In this scenario, Emma is congenitally blind and has a part-time job at the student center help desk. Her supervisor provided her with the new employee handbook. The handbook is made in an accessible audio version. During her work, people sometimes ask her for help; they knock on the desk to get her attention. During work, Emma’s supervisor also sometimes sends voice notes to her; on the other hand, several school announcements require her attention to understand the content.

As having no RW tasks requiring her persistent attention, Emma applies full noise cancellation using Ambience Builder to focus on the handbook (Figure 1a). She then places the handbook on her left using Spatializer, and voice messages on her right for easier distinction. Since the knocking events from RW are suppressed by the Ambience Builder, Emma amplifies them using Feature Shifter to attend to her job duty and be aware of people coming (Figure 1b). She also shifts the level of noise cancellation to half using Ambience Builder for building announcements and amplifies it using Feature Shifter; otherwise, the announcements are sometimes suppressed due to the full noise cancellation.

To address the conflicts between RW and VR sounds, she coordinates the Prioritizer and Feature Shifter to make announcements and knocking sounds louder than her supervisor’s voice notes if notes were played first and conflicted with them (Figure 1c). Also, with Prioritizer, the voice messages will be delayed if they happen during the playback of announcements or knocking (Figure 1d).

**Demonstration:** We will demonstrate our Unity implementation of this scenario and another two VR scenarios (e.g., one about walking on a busy street and one about a future hybrid meeting) along with three sound conditions for each scenario: Full Transparency, Noise Cancellation, and SoundBlender. With Full Transparency, users can hear the RW sounds but may be in conflict with the VR sounds, making them hard to distinguish. With Noise Cancellation, the RW sounds may be slightly/totally disabled but can hear VR sounds more clearly. By comparing these two methods, the SoundBlender method would provide a more complete experience to consume RW and VR without losing much audio information.

2.2 Accessible Meeting Web Application for BVI People

When engaging in a virtual meeting, BVI people typically need to not only follow the conversation of the meeting but also are required to navigate the meeting application if necessary. For instance, BVI people would be asked to press “raise hand” to poll, mute/unmute the audio if necessary, or check chat messages. However, for BVI people to select and use the meeting functions, they need to use a screen reader to navigate the user interface, where a system voice will be played when a button/function is navigated and focused and another audio feedback will be followed up if the button is pressed/selected (Figure 2a). The audio feedback of the screen reader can be in conflict with the meeting conversation, which may cause BVI people to miss either or both information. Furthermore, BVI people may situate in a noisy environment and encounter interference from the real world when doing a meeting. Some real-world events are unimportant and distracting from the meeting (e.g., people chatting nearby), while others may require user attention (e.g., someone knocking on the door and the alarm going off). Next, we explain how we can manipulate sounds to address these problems.
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2.2.1 Auto-Switching Ambiance to observe RW events and engage in virtual meeting. Suppose the meeting is taking place in a coffee shop where there are different kinds of sound events, a BVI user may like to reduce the irrelevant noises as possible, so they turn on the noise cancellation mode on their headphone (Figure 2b). However, this could also block out some important sounds at the same time. To address this, in our application, there is a sound recognition module that can continuously detect sound events in the background. The user can specify a list of important real-world sounds to the system. Once the important sounds are detected, the noise cancellation mode will be gradually shifted to the transparency mode and the sound of the meeting will be decreased to allow the user to observe the sound events more easily (Figure 2d). Conversely, when the important sound disappears, the system will switch back to the noise cancellation mode to increase the engagement of the virtual meeting. The detection of real-world sounds and the control of ambience is enabled by the AMBIENCE BUILDER in SoundBlender.

2.2.2 Auto-Spatializing Interface Layout and User Voices for Faster Navigation and Immersion. To make the virtual meeting more immersive, SoundBlender in the meeting application spatializes the voices in 3D space to simulate a real meeting for a better sense of immersion. Furthermore, during the meeting, it is common to do actions specifically for a person, such as sending a private message, sending emoji, or mute/unmute. It is thus to be helpful to help BVI users quickly navigate and find the person they want. We thus also dynamically change the user layout to map to the 3D location of attendees’ voices so that BVI people can intuitively and quickly navigate the screen reader to the location of the voice (Figure 2c,e).

2.2.3 Harmonizing Different Streams of Virtual Sounds. To display immediate feedback on the screenreader to the user, SoundBlender can harmonize the screenreader and the conversation by controlling the sound characteristics of the screenreader and meeting conversations. For example, PRIORITIZER controls the audio streams and will outstand the stream of the screen reader by increasing its volume while decreasing the volume of meeting attendees (Figure 2e). We also enable other characteristics such as pitch, voice gender, voice font, speed of speech, etc, so that the user can customize based on their preferences. Conversely, if the meeting is more important, the user can also prioritize the voice of attendees.

Demonstration We will demonstrate the audio features of our meeting web application with multiple users. People can wear headphones and navigate the screen with a screen reader to consume the full audio experience we described above.

3 FUTURE WORK

We plan to develop more simulated scenarios under the SoundBlender framework and conduct studies with BVI and sighted people to understand users’ preferences and the timings to use certain manipulators. We will also develop more practical applications on existing platforms to demonstrate the feasibility of SoundBlender on a wide range of domains.
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